II

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES:
THE OPPORTUNITIES

Having examined in Part One the main aspects of the global
architecture of IPRs, Part Two focuses on some broad cross-cutting
issues that could be seen as opportunities for developing countries in
the design of intellectual property regimes which are responsive to
their local conditions. The following chapters discuss issues such as
innovation and creativity, access to new technologies and transfer of
technology.
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Fostering Invention, Innovation and

3

Creativity in Developing Countries

Fostering invention, innovation and creativity in general should be central
objectives of intellectual property policies. This chapter starts by reviewing
how these activities generally take place. It then considers some IPR
disciplines and their relevance to local conditions prevailing in developing
countries. It concludes with some broad considerations regarding sectors of
special significance to those countries.

Introduction
There is considerable innovative and creative activ-

transforms ideas (i.e. inventions) into commercially

ity in developing countries in areas such as textile

viable products. Patents, by requiring an "inventive

design, plant cultivation, medicine, software and

step", protect the creative activity as such, irrespec-

music. The key issue is how to translate this creativ-

tive of the product's actual marketing potential.

ity and innovation into a process that takes ideas

Innovation connotes newness but it is possible to

and expressions and transforms them into an end

argue that an innovation for one company or

product. In this respect, innovation is heavily

national economy may not necessarily be innovative

dependent on IPRs. As we saw earlier, two essential

for another.2

justifications for IPRs are that they are supposed to
provide incentives for investing in R&D and creative

Second, invention is incremental and cumulative in

activities, and in extending markets for technology

nature. Large breakthroughs in knowledge are rare.

and products. At the same time, the exclusionary

But developing new versions of existing products and

aspects of strong IPRs can increase costs of follow-on

technologies is common everywhere, including in

innovation and imitation. Therefore a balanced

developing countries. This fact is key to dynamic

approach is required, with particular features of the

competition.

system varying according to the level of economic
development. In discussing invention, innovation and

Third, innovation is typically associated with devel-

creativity, the following considerations deserve

oping new ways of doing things that are appropriate

attention.

or useful for local economic and social environments. Innovators in developing countries may be

First, invention and innovation are not interchange-

expected to develop new products (e.g. machines,

able words. Invention is the first step in the devel-

tools, software or consumer goods) that meet local

opment of a marketable new product or process.

needs and export niches. Again, this “niche” effect

Innovation comes afterwards. Joseph Schumpeter’s

of innovation is important for technology followers.

well-known definition of innovation (or what he calls
“carrying out new combinations”) comprises: "(1)

Fourth, learning how to do things from observing

The introduction of a new good. (2) The introduction

others and from adopting technologies from abroad

of a new method of production, which need by no

is another form of technical change. Thus, interna-

means be founded upon a discovery scientifically

tional investment and trade that generate transfer

new. (3) The opening of a new market. (4) The

of technology and skills have important spillover

conquest of a new source of supply of raw materials.

effects. International firms bring new management

(5) The carrying out of the new organization of any

techniques that may be learned and adapted, while

1

industry." In sum, innovation is the process that

imports of capital goods and equipment stimulate

There is
considerable
innovative and
creative activity in
developing
countries
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local technological learning through backward link-

a national innovation system, comprising suppliers,

ages and assimilation and adaptation.

customers, R&D institutions, universities, technological institutes and bridging institutions, such as

Fifth, creativity is the act of manifesting original

sectoral technology and innovation centres, industry

expressions through tangible or intangible works

associations, institutions involved in education and

including music, software, literary works, artistic

training, and financial institutions geared to financ-

works and performances. Many of the intangible

ing new initiatives. A key property of the system is

expressions can be fixed in a tangible format (i.e.

not so much its component parts as how they

paper, video and audio). Originality can be found in

perform and interact as a dynamic whole. However,

all individuals or societies independently of the level

the level of development, sophistication and effec-

of education, cultural background or development. It

tiveness of the national system of innovation differs

can be generated either individually or collectively.

among countries.

Sixth, invention, innovation and creativity do not

Whereas many innovative and creative activities

operate in a vacuum. They take place in an appro-

have developed against a background of weak

priate environment which includes relevant policies

enforcement of IPRs, the new global regime requires

and institutions and, above all, human resources.

all nations to protect both domestic and foreign

This report does not deal with this broad develop-

technologies and works from unauthorized use. In

ment question, but rather with the relationship

this regard, what features of IPRs may be used

between IPRs and development. In this context,

effectively for fostering creativity and innovation?

intellectual property policies should not be seen in
isolation from development policies and, particularly

The remainder of this chapter looks into some of the

in the case of inventions and innovations, from the

features of intellectual property rights and means of

national innovation system of each country. The

designing them to become more responsive to local

general goal of national innovation systems is to

conditions. It also deals with sectors (e.g. software,

enhance a country's stock of technical knowledge

textiles and music) of particular relevance to devel-

and know-how, which occurs both through acquisi-

oping countries.

tion and learning of foreign technology and the
development of institutions and technical capabilities at home.3 In effect, therefore, each country has

IPRs and local conditions
Patents and utility models

Second-tier patent
systems are worthwhile examining

Patents provide inventors with rights to exclude

However,

others from making, using, offering for sale, selling

systems, such as utility models, which are worth-

or importing their inventions for a fixed period of

while examining, especially for countries where the

time subject to certain limitations (box 2.1, above).

technological base is still at an early stage of devel-

It is in the specification of these limitations that the

opment.

there

are

other

second-tier

patent

competitive or exclusionary features of patents are
found. For countries with a weak technological base,

Many countries have adopted a second-tier patent

the following standards seem appropriate for inven-

regime, though there is no uniformity as to the

tion patents: (i) wide exceptions, including broad

nature of the rights granted under it, and the TRIPS

research exceptions; (ii) high standards of non-

Agreement is silent on this type of IPR. It has been

obviousness and inventive steps; (iii) narrow claims;

referred to variously as a “utility model” (e.g. in

(iv) narrow "doctrine of equivalents";4 and (v) trans-

China, Germany, Japan and the Republic of Korea),

parent and accessible opportunities for opposing

or an “innovation patent” (in Australia), a “utility

patents.

innovation” (in Malaysia), or a “short-term patent”
(in Belgium and Ireland) (see box 1.1 above).
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The system normally coexists with major patent

does encourage unrealistically broad claims which

regimes. Usually rights are accorded to inventions

can only be verified by reference to an examining or

which show local or regional novelty. Although some

judicial authority.
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countries do insist that the invention have an inventive step, this is usually of a low standard. Indeed, a

However, much depends on the technological sophis-

popular feature of many second-tier regimes is that

tication of a country. A prime example is Japan,

registration is usually granted upon examination of

which was the first Asian country to introduce utility

formalities only, without any accompanying search

model protection. There has been a steady drop in

for novelty or an inventive step. The duration of

applications for registrations: from approximately

protection varies among countries, and ranges from

191,000 in 1980 to 77,000 in 1993 and 10,000 in

6 to 20 years.

1999. There are various reasons for this. First, the

3

Japanese Government revised the utility model law
There is persuasive evidence that cheap and rapid

and introduced a “no examination” rule, while

second-tier patent protection can improve the envi-

curtailing the duration of protection from 10 to 6

ronment for effective marketing of incremental

years. One commentator states that these revisions

innovations by local firms. This is especially so if the

to the law have meant difficulty in obtaining judicial

protection regime is targeted at local industrial or

or administrative relief and a loss of confidence as

product sectors that are concerned not so much with

to the validity of non-examined rights.6 Secondly,

major inventions as with incremental or improve-

since the total number of patents granted increased

ment innovation. For example, one reason for the

during this same period,7 another explanation is that

draft EC Directive on utility model protection is the

there has been a shift in the Japanese innovation

need for a rapid and cheap protective regime for

culture. Japanese industries tended to focus on

innovations that arise in the following important EU

incremental innovation rather than radical innova-

industries: toy manufacturing, clock and watch

tion during the period from the post-war years to the

making, optics, microtechnology and micromechan-

1980s and this trend has since been reversed. This in

ics.5 Similarly, Australia introduced in 1979 the

turn has meant that the utility model system is no

"petty patent" system in order to encourage local

longer seen to be as vital as it had once been.8

innovation in small businesses. This, in turn, was due
to the nature of the Australian economic structure:

Another important policy factor is the registration

it is a net importer of technology, and much innova-

climate of the country. For example, statistics show

tion is based on improvements rather than on major

that local firms in Germany, Japan and the Republic

breakthroughs of technology.

of Korea are relatively heavy users of the utility
model system, whereas the figures for Australia and

Another major policy consideration for introducing

many European countries are startlingly low. The

second-tier patent protection is that many of these

reason could be that German, Japanese and South

kinds of innovations emanate from small and

Korean local industries are extremely knowledgeable

medium-sized enterprises, as opposed to larger

about the system and utilize it to its fullest extent.

multinational conglomerates. A developing country

Moreover, culturally and economically, registration-

should determine whether the current patent regime

based rights are valued more. Thus, introducing a

is attuned to the needs of its businesses and the

second-tier patent regime for local innovation will

types of inventions or innovations they produce. The

be of no avail if there is no national resource to

creative activity which originates from small local

create the user base (which includes not only inven-

firms typically is of an incremental nature, and is a

tors, but also patent attorneys).9

prime

candidate

for

free-riding

activities

by

competitors. Furthermore, cost is an essential factor

With respect to the use of "utility models" in the

for such firms in deciding whether to use the patent

context of developing countries, the Report of the

system or not. The second-tier patent regime tends

Commission on Intellectual Property Rights (see box

to be cheaper, with a higher rate of processing

1.1, above) concluded: "Rather than diluting the

applications due to the fact that there is no substan-

patentability standards to capture the incremental

tive examination. The downside of this type of

type of innovations that predominate in many devel-

protection is that, due to the lack of examination, it

oping countries, lawmakers and policy makers in

Second-tier patent
protection can
improve the
environment for
effective marketing
of incremental
innovations
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these countries should consider the establishment of

protection, or other systems with similar objectives,

utility model protection for stimulating and reward-

might play in developing countries." (Commission

ing such innovations. Further research would seem

Report: 121)

desirable to assess the precise role that utility model

Industrial design protection
Another type of patent-related policy that can be

Local designers
and artists face
obstacles with a
registration-based
system

is particularly true for the developed countries.12

13

pro-competitive is industrial design protection (see
box 1.1) which offers a minimum of 10 years’ protec-

Some countries may first wish to take advantage of

tion and protects designs which are either new or

the flexibility within the TRIPS Agreement and opt

10

Most industrial design laws are registration-

for the lower criterion of protection such as “origi-

based (though the United Kingdom and Hong Kong

nality”, which requires that a design be creative

(China) have unregistered design laws as well).

rather than new. Secondly, is it necessary to adopt a

However, there are many obstacles which local

registration-based system? Since 1988, the United

designers and artists face with a registration-based

Kingdom has provided a third layer of protection for

system. First, the registration formalities can be

designs with the "unregistered design right". In

complex and difficult to comply with, especially in

December 2001, the EU followed suit when the

respect of details, such as the dimensions of

Council of the EU adopted Regulation (EC) No 6/2002

original.

11

Second, many

on Community Designs, which provides a short-term

design products require market testing in order to

unregistered design to go with the longer term regis-

decide which specific design collection deserves

tered design already in existence. This regime

registration; this behaviour is not assisted by the

resolves many of the difficulties discussed above by

criterion of novelty and the corresponding lack of a

offering designers and innovators a copyright-type of

grace period.

protection.14

drawings or types of photographs.

Moreover,

the

United

Kingdom’s

approach is available to both aesthetic and funcOne important policy argument against the introduc-

tional designs that are not commonplace in the

tion of a registration-based industrial design system

product market in question, thus acting as a bridge

is the decline in the rate of international registra-

between patents, utility models, copyright and

tion, thus proving its unpopularity with industry. This

unfair competition protection.

Trade secrets
Another form of technology protection is trade

tradition, which rests on the legendary solitary

secrecy. Trade secrets are protected from disclosure

inventor.

by dishonest means, but once learned through
reverse engineering, they enter the public domain.

In modern economies based on constant technologi-

Trade secrets are important for protecting unau-

cal innovation, however, the lone inventor has given

thorized exploitation of inventions that are not

way to team research conducted along scientific

patentable or for which the costs of patenting may

lines, often in universities or research institutions.

be too high.

The ability of any single firm to prevent others from
duplicating undisclosed research results after an

Historically, the protection of trade secrets raised

initial breakthrough has greatly diminished, while

fears that lone inventors might create absolute and

pressures

long-lasting barriers to entry through non-disclosure

publication of basic research in the interests of

of their discoveries. The patent system counters this

science. As regards applications of basic research to

threat by encouraging full disclosure of technological

industry in this environment, the protection afforded

breakthroughs in exchange for fixed-term exclusive

by

rights. Some approaches towards trade-secret law

monopolistic effects by driving all routine innovation

remain largely coloured by this nineteenth-century

into free competition on the general products

the

within

patent

university

system

communities

offsets

some

favour

of

its
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market. Trade-secret laws then regulate the pace of

be: (i) eliminating obvious forms of industrial

competition

against

espionage; (ii) permitting short and reasonable

commercial bribery and industrial espionage, while

restraints on the use of technical secrets by

endowing second-comers with an absolute right to

professional employees who leave employment; and

reverse engineer or to independently discover non-

(iii) permitting reverse engineering, as widely

protected innovations. 15

defined, including in software. In brief, such a pro-

by

protecting

innovators
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competitive regime should, in harmony with other
A pro-competitive trade secrets law could play a

forms of protection (e.g. patents, copyrights),

catalytic

promote innovation while safeguarding the public

role

in

promoting

local

innovation.

Components of such a pro-competitive regime would

3

domain.

Trademarks
Trademark protection could be particularly valuable

using the trademark, and by the right to license its

in developing countries because of the potential to

use, other firms would quickly expropriate the

develop brand recognition for high-quality crafts,

trademark's value by selling cheaper items under the

clothing, and music. In this respect, it should be

mark. The original firm would then suffer a lower

seen as a supportive instrument that would facilitate

return on its investments. In turn, there would be

the commercialisation of goods and services. The

little investment in quality differentiation.

Trademark
protection could
be valuable to
develop brand
recognition

protection of trademarks (see box 1.1, above) benefits producers, traders and consumers in developed

An effective deployment and enforcement of trade-

and developing countries alike. The economic justi-

marks and related marks can help promote product

fication for trademarks and related protective

and firm development. While trademarks provide

devices is straightforward. Firms invest resources in

distinctiveness within the marketplace that permit

their reputation for quality by building in reliable

firms to differentiate their products along quality

features and guaranteed services. As an easy way of

dimensions, and help raise value added, collective

communicating to consumers the quality of their

marks and certification marks (see box 1.1, above)

products, a trademark is basically a guarantee of a

may be helpful in ensuring quality and economizing

particular set of quality-related attributes. If it were

on the costs of advertising and branding.

not protected by the right to exclude others from

Some sectors of relevance to developing countries
Software
Copyright laws are increasingly being utilized as the

received sub-contracting from the famous Indian

optimal means of protecting not only computer

software industry. Local industry benefits by secur-

programs but also original databases (see also chap-

ing protection and enforcement, as in the case of a

ter 9). For countries that wish to expand the average

major South Korean software publisher, Hangul and

size and value added of local software development,

Computer. The firm managed to overcome the

copyright protection may prove to be especially

threat of bankruptcy by undertaking a concerted

important. The scope for software development is

nationwide effort to end piracy of its products and

particularly great in developing countries because of

to legalize pirated versions which had already been

the specific applications that may be made in

installed.16

response to different countries’ business environments, languages and technical regulations.

But, much will depend on the nature of the software

There are hundreds or thousands of such firms in

work that is being done in developing countries. For

such countries as China, Egypt, Indonesia and

instance, one study indicates that although there are

Lebanon. For example, Indonesia has successfully

alliances between international software companies

The scope for
software
development is
great in developing
countries
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and suppliers in India, the Indian software subsidi-

costs by reusing pre-existing works or certain

aries tend to focus on software maintenance rather

elements of those works. Often, it is the very same

than on software design and development of new

firms that want to protect their software which also

17

Even where the developing country

want to build on pre-existing works. Thus, an effi-

apparently has a thriving software industry, local

cient usage of copyright law demands that the courts

software products account for less than 25 per cent

preserve the balance between innovation today and

of local supplier business. In instances where the

innovation tomorrow. Although this is true of all

foreign firm is not ready to share its technology with

innovation and creation, it is especially crucial in the

its local partner, it may appear to be more benefi-

area of software production.18

products.

cial, especially for developing countries that are net
importers of technology, to foster new industries so

While some countries with successful computer

as to expand their technology base. This was the

technology industries may decide to ban copying

route adopted by what are now Taiwan Province of

outright, copyright law (and for that matter, patent

China, Hong Kong (China), and Macao (China), as

law) should not necessarily deter follow-on competi-

well as Singapore and Malaysia, not only for software

tors from writing independent programs that do not

but also for hardware manufacturing.

copy an existing program but try to emulate the
existing software product so that the “look and feel”

The copyright
approach and the
unregistered
design rights
approach are
attractive to shortlived products

One underlying problem in this area is the extent to

(or user interface) of the two software products are

which protection should be accorded. As explained

essentially the same to the user. There is also the

in chapter 1, the basic economic goal of copyright

added

law is to balance an author’s incentive to create

protected pre-existing software are necessary for

with the ability to build on prior innovative work in

reuse for the sake of compatibility. Indeed, reusing

order to maximize social wealth. To give a concrete

elements of protected software may be the only way

example, software is expensive to create and

for new competitors to enter and survive within a

companies need protection in order to recoup their

competitive market.19

argument

that

some

elements

of

the

investment; on the other hand, companies can save

Textiles
Developing countries that possess a considerable

in need of immediate and automatic protection.

textile and garment industry may also consider the

Copyright, with its lower threshold of originality, is

flexibility offered by the TRIPS provisions by adopt-

advantageous for countries with industries that

ing copyright law, rather than registered design law

customarily rely on the prior state of art and which

(see above), as a means to protect designs of such

represent incremental, rather than massive, design

goods. The copyright approach and the unregistered

improvements. Moreover, design law has historically

design rights approach are attractive to short-lived

been proven to be cumbersome and expensive,

products, which include not only fashion and textile

especially in respect of its high thresholds of protec-

industries, but also the toy and digital images

tion and complex registration procedures.

industries that are fast moving, quickly imitated and

Music
The scope for
music development is great

As in the case of software, the scope for music

“imports from the developing countries in the

development is great. There is an abundance of

developed market economies have risen fivefold”.21

creative musical talent in most developing countries,
but relatively few are able to record their composi-

The musical industry has reached a certain level of

tions and make money from them. The export of

maturity in the developing world. One interesting

20

According to

example is Latin American and Caribbean music,

Andersen, Kozul-Wright Z. and Kozul-Wright R.

which has a market not only in Latin America, but

recorded music has increased rapidly.

also in the United States, where there is a large
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population of 25 million Spanish-speakers, as well as

international sales circuits. South African music has

in Europe. In fact, according to the Recording Indus-

a variety of genres based on its cultural diversity and

try Association of America, the Latin music industry

rich heritage. The South African music industry’s

claimed a 4.9 per cent share of the United States

sales of recordings represent 0.4 per cent of world

music industry.22 The Latin music industry is cultural

sales, which is significant for a single country, and

more than territorial, as producers of this music are

those sales grew at a rate of 70 per cent in 1996.

located in many parts of the hemisphere, particu-

According to the Government of South Africa, the

larly Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, the Domini-

growth is due to new legislation that includes local

can Republic, Mexico, Spain, Venezuela, and the

content requirements and deregulation of the radio

United States. In the United States, Miami is emerg-

industry, as well as a growing synergy between local

ing as the capital of Latin music, offering access to

and international musicians.23 In addition, World

capital, appropriate studios, advanced technology

Bank programmes supporting music production have

and strong copyright laws in favour of producers.

played an important role in South Africa and the

The Latin American music industry has strong poten-

African continent.24

tial to increase its exports and consolidate its position in foreign markets. However, there are no clear

There are a number of impediments in this sector

public policies in support of authors, composers and

that need to be addressed. First, while a weak copy-

regional producers. The design and implementation

right system may benefit some nations by reducing

of technological restructuring processes, marketing

the rate of imported intellectual property goods in

strategies and distribution channels, together with

certain areas such as software and educational prod-

appropriate joint ventures and producers’ partner-

ucts (see chapter 9), such a policy may also under-

ships, will be important steps to creating a world-

mine the very industries which a developing country

wide competitive industry.

may wish to nurture. It has been reported that the
local music industries in Mali and South Africa have

Arab music is produced in several countries of Africa

complained that they suffer heavy losses and

and Asia. The production goes mainly to the regional

damages from piracy and copyright violations.25

market, but is gaining ground in Europe, especially

Secondly, even where copyright legislation is in

in France. Currently, there are several Arab music

place, collection and distribution of royalties among

sites on the Internet with increasingly more to offer

the key parties (i.e. composers, performers, publish-

and growing consumer acceptance in the West. Each

ers and the recording companies) is difficult without

Arab country produces and sells its own music and

an efficient, transparent and fully accountable

there is no place in the region that could be identi-

collective management structure. (See also chapter

fied as a centre of such activity.

9 on collective management.)

On the African continent, South Africa is building a
small music industry that has connections with the
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There are a number
of impediments in
the music sector
that need to be
addressed
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